Laurent Perrier
Laurent Perrier Brut (French)
Subtle citrus, toast and spice predominate this perfectly balanced Champagne, with a strong structure giving the Champagne good
food compatibility.
Bottle £38.95

Laurent Perrier Demi Sec (French)
Laurent Perrier Demi-Sec is slightly sweeter than Brut and has a brilliant and intense golden yellow colour, richly expressive; it opens
with aromas of dried fruit, almonds and hazelnuts, followed by grilled and toasted aromas.
Bottle £39.95

Laurent Perrier Rose (French)
Intensely fruity flavours, clean, well-defined and slightly sharp, the wine then opens up to provide an impression of plunging into a
basket of freshly picked red berries: strawberries, Morello cherries, blackcurrants and raspberries. The wine is supple and rounded
on the finish.
Bottle £46.95

Laurent Perrier Half Bottles (French)
Half the size but all the fun. Embodying the house style, this is deliciously fresh and easy to drink. Delicate yet complex, with hints
of citrus fruit, and a balanced palate.
Bottle £24.95

Laurent Perrier Grand Siecle (French)
To produce Laurent-Perrier's luxury cuvee, Bernard de Nonancourt decided to concentrate on two of the mainstays of Champagne's
know-how: the blending of different crus (wines from separate villages) and from different harvest years.
The epitome of Champagne blending, Grand Siecle calls on wines from the finest growths and the very best harvests; years which
have been declared as vintages by Laurent-Perrier. Made to be given or shared with friends and family, it is a very seductive
Champagne, totally enjoyable. As served on British Airways first class service.
Bottle £149.95

Connoisseurs Wine List
Chablis Premier Cru ‘Les Vaucopins’ (French)
Albert Bichot "Chablis Les Vaucopins Premier Cru" asserts itself firstly by its attractive pale yellow colour with soft honeysuckle
reflections. Ithas an expressive and rather powerful mineral-dominating nose. Milk caramel notes combine with an elegantly fine
and oaky aroma. On tasting, an impression of sweetness is detectable; crystallized fruit, apricot, and quince. This beautifully full
wine gives way to an ample and finely acidic finale.
Bottle £39.95

Chanson Pouilly Fuissé (French)
Pale yellow colour. Intense aromas of citrus fruit mixed with fresh honey. Subtle minerality and delicate vanilla note. Well-structured,
deep and generous. Tight texture. Delicate minerality and well-balanced acidity. Long and refreshing finish.
Bottle £39.95

Cloudy Bay Sauvignon Blanc (New Zealand)
Cloudy Bay Vineyards was established in 1985 in the Wairau Valley in Marlborough at the northern end of New Zealand’s South
Island. Possibly the most prestigious Sauvignon Blanc in the world, it definitely lives up to its reputation. A wine full of fresh herbal
aromas and layers of ripe guava and tropical fruit. Gooseberries and passion fruits on the medium-full body; the palate is succulent
and crisp with a long flavoursome finish.
Bottle £39.95

Pierre & Remy Gauthier Chateauneuf Du Pape (French)
Superbly balanced between youthful fruit and warm, oaky complexity. Nose and palate are replete with notes of cinnamon and
clove amid the dense bramble fruit.
Bottle £39.95

Chateau La Croix Chantecaille Saint Emilion Grand Cru (French)
A top-class Saint-Émilion from a family-run château, this Merlot-dominated claret has concentrated, rich, fragrant fruit. Handpicked
grapes from low-yielding vines ensure excellent quality.
Bottle £39.95

Chateau Musar (Lebanese)
This famous cabernet, cinsault and carignan wine from Lebanon is particularly exotic in 2007. Lower yields and a summer heatwave
resulted in a wine which rests its quality on power, muscle and concentrated dark fruit and spice flavours.
£39.95

